
CARLSON MARITIME TRAVEL PRESENTS: 
FIRE AND ICE  *ICELAND - 7 DAYS 

 OCTOBER, 14TH -20TH , 2019   $3399.00pp double + air 

 
 

DISCOVER ICELAND — a land of vast and spectacular landscapes, closer — and perhaps warmer —than you 
imagine. In this land of snowcapped peaks and glaciers, steaming hot springs, active volcanoes, impossibly blue ice 
caves, thunderous waterfalls and colorful wildlife, Carlson Maritime Travel is offering a destination for multiple 
seasons and of striking contrasts.  No “bucket list” is complete without Iceland and its spectacular features impress 
even the most well-traveled of visitors. Small in size but big in “wow,” this island nation can also be both traditional 
and modern, lava and ice, lush and frozen, stimulating and relaxing and dramatically light and dark.  Amazing 
experiences and unique activities in Iceland make it a top tour destination for lovers of natural history and culture. 
 
VISITING ICELAND IN OCTOBER: 

Although unpredictable, the fall in Iceland has a lot to offer. One of the most famous attractions during several 
months including October is the Aurora Borealis, the Northern Lights. Experiencing the Northern lights in a 
country like Iceland where the Aurora Borealis is often very strong and clear is something no one will forget.  And 
although many summer natural wonders are not accessible, most are. There are distinct advantages to visiting 
Iceland in this season.  The waterfalls and geothermal and geyser areas are spectacular and the skies during fall and 
winter are often very different in the short days, with low pink sunlight and it is much less crowded than the summer 
months.  Each season in Iceland offers unique beauty. 
 

TOUR INFORMATION: 

  
PROPOSED FLIGHTS FROM TPA: 

Icelandair: #884  Monday  -October 14, 2019 TPA-Reykjavik  6:50pm-6:10am 
Icelandair: #885  Sunday-    October 20, 2019 Reykjavik-TPA  5:25p-9:40pm 
 
PROPOSED FLIGHTS FROM JFK:  

Icelandair: #614  Monday  -October 14, 2019 JFK-Reykjavik  8:20pm-5:55am 
Icelandair: #615  Sunday-    October 20, 2019 Reykjavik-JFK  5:10p-7:00pm 
 
   

 
 
MEALS:  13 Meals: Breakfast daily, 4-lunches, 3- dinners 
 
 
 
 



           
 
 

OUR HOTEL:   FOSS HOTEL:  Fosshotel Reykjavík, Iceland’s largest hotel stands prominently in Reykjavík’s 
business district, only a short walk from the main shopping area. Here, from the heart of the city, you can 
easily explore Reykjavík's magnificent architecture, captivating history, vibrant markets and rich culture – 
ideal starting point for experience the best of everything the city has to offer. 

                    
The FOSS HOTEL includes breakfast daily, gym, free wi-fi and two very different and unique restaurants.  

The HAUST restaurant offers local ingredients, classic booking and modern presentation.  The 
BEERGARDEN offers a magnitude of craft beers paired perfectly with a selection of recommended dishes. 
 
DAY 1- OCTOBER 14TH      FLIGHT FROM NEW YORK NON-STOP TO REYJKAVIC 

 

DAY 2-  OCTOBER 15TH   Arrive in Reykjavik, Iceland   (B,L,D)  6:00AM 
Welcome to Reykjavik! At 6:00 am.  After baggage and customs and greeting our tour guide, we board our private 
motor coach and travel to the HOTEL KEFLAVIK for traditional Icelandic breakfast.  Fruit, yogurt, smokes salmon, 
dark breads, assorted flat breads, meats, cheeses and local fare will be on the buffet.  Luggage will be kept on the 
bus.   After breakfast, we board our private bus for our ½ day city tour.   
 
Our Reykjavik City tour includes all of the most significant sights in the capital and its surrounding towns such as the 
Presidential Residence at Bessastadir, the Restaurant Perlan and Hofoi House. You will be also visiting the town of 
Hafnarfjordur, home of elves and humans alike, a fishing harbor, fish market (when it's open), the towering 
Hallgrimskirkja church, the University district, the old town center with the Parliament Building and the New City 
Hall by the pond with its many birds. 

   



12:00pm- We enjoy a traditional lunch at GRILLHUSID located downtown.    Hotel check-in.  Free time before dinner.  
Dinner this evening will be at the LAEKJARBREKKA Restaurant located in Reykjavik’s scenic harbor which is fast 
becoming a vibrant quarter of the city.  
 
DAY 3- OCTOBER 16TH   Breakfast is served at the hotel from 7:00am- 10:00am (B,L,D) 

 

This morning we embark on a fascinating tour of the BLUE LAGOON.  Bring or wear bathing suite.  Includes algae 
mud mask , slippers and beverage at the out-door bar. 
 
Enjoy all the qualities the Blue Lagoon has to offer! The lagoon is a unique geothermal spa situated in the youngest 
lava field in west Iceland. Once there you have many recreational options such as walking in the Blue Lagoon's 
spectacular surroundings, bathing in the milky blue-green water, relax in a geothermal steam bath or release the 
stress from your shoulders under a Blue Lagoon waterfall. For a unique experience indulge yourself with an outdoor 
massage or one of the spa treatments available there. There is also a fantastic a Blue Lagoon shop, selling skin care 
products based on a unique blend of Blue Lagoon geothermal seawater active ingredients: minerals, silica, and algae  
 

   
 

Lunch will be a SALTHUSID RESTAURANT. Afternoon free for exploring the town.  Dinner this evening at 
RESTAURANT REYKJAVIK.  (Buffet style and quite amazing)   
 

DAY 4- OCTBER 17TH   Breakfast is served at the hotel from 7:00am- 10:00am  (B,L) 

 

Today we enjoy a full day tour of the GOLDEN CIRCLE FOOD TOUR.  We get to take in the Golden Circle while 
exploring Icelandic farm to table and visiting some of the most popular natural landmarks in Iceland.  
 
We start with some stunning nature and a trip to magnificent Thingvellir National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage 
site since 2004. We will then drive on to Efstidalur farm that not only offers a warm welcome and introduction to 
the life of a modern, Icelandic farm but also a wonderful fresh farm lunch plus a taste of some treats, like freshly 
made colorful ice cream, skyr, feta cheese, mysa and bruschetta. And that's just for starters. Be sure to leave room 
for their home-made soup and bread, their fresh beef from their cattle farm.  After whetting your appetite, we then 
visit Gullfoss waterfall followed by the hot spring and bubbling hot pots area around Geysir and the sprouting 

Strokkur. After these national landmarks, we stop at Fridheimar, a little piece of the Mediterranean in the middle 
of Iceland, thanks to a series of greenhouses. Here, you receive an introduction to the operation of growing tomatoes 
and taste some of their delicious foods all in the warmth of their greenhouses: a selection of bruschetta, some of their 
home grown vegetables and raise a glass and taste their mouthwatering tomato schnapps. Last but not least we visit 
Islenski baerin, one of Iceland's best preserved turfed farms. The menu is not always the same but some of the 
delicatessen are dry fish and seaweed, flat bread and smoked lamb, pancakes with whipped cream and rhubarb jelly 
and fresh honey and herbal tea. Fully fed both by Icelandic nature and Icelandic delicacies we then drive back to 
Reykjavik.  
Relax after an exciting day.  Dinner on your own this evening.  Our guide will make recommendations or enjoy one 
of the restaurants in our hotel. 
 



After dinner 9:00pm, you may wish to take an optional cruise or tour in search of the Northern Lights.  Hunting 
the northern lights from the ocean or on land away from the lights of the city is an amazing experience. Traveling 
away from the coastline of Reykjavik and seeing the aurora borealis out on the North-Atlantic Ocean with beautiful 
mountains and the city lights in the background is something you won't forget.  (We can pre-book an excursion for 
you)  Your expert guide will tell you all about the northern lights, as well as explaining the underlying scientific 
facts that make this magical light show possible. 
 

   
 
DAY 5- OCTOBER 18TH   Breakfast is served at the hotel from 7:00am- 10:00am  (B) 

 

Today is a free day to shop in the city just a few blocks away from our hotel, choose to visit another geothermal 
venue or continue with one of the great optional tours we have to offer.  Here are just a few we have to offer: 
 
Winter whale watching with round-trip transportation (4hrs) 
Purchase a hop on hop off city bus pass      
Evening Northern Lights Cruise with transportation (3hrs)   
Ice Cave Classic        
Hop on Hop Off Sightseeing       
Glacier Hiking and Ice Climbing Solheimajokull    
Horseback Riding         
Snowmobile Adventure/Langjokull from Gullfoss  
2-Hour ATV Quad Tour  

    
 

                      
 
DAY 6-  OCTOBER 19TH :  Breakfast is served at the hotel from 7:00am- 10:00am   (B,L,D) 
 
Full day excursion to Fludir and Skogar with a stop at the Secret Lagoon. Today we travel through the ever-
changing landscape of south Iceland and discover some of the country’s biggest volcanoes, glaciers, and most iconic 
waterfalls on the south coast. The first stop is at Skogafoss Waterfalls. A picturesque waterfall thundering down 
the slopes of Eyjafjallajokull volcano. A waterfall frequently used in movies and commercials.  Then we venture to 

SECRET LAGOON for another relaxing geo-thermal dip.   Afterwards, we enjoy a great lunch included on this full day 
tour at Hotel Anna.  . You will also see the Westman Islands, rising steeply from the ocean just a few kilometers of 
the coast. This tour is a great value and easy with an adventurous twist. Sights are breathtaking and one really is 



confronted by the landscape that has been formed by the interaction of volcanos and glaciers.  Dinner included this 
evening at GEYSIR BISTRO. 

 
 

                
    
DAY 7- OCTOBER 20TH   Breakfast is served at the hotel from 7:00am- 10:00am  (B) 

 

Today is a free morning to wander, shop or continue with one of the great optional tours we have listed.  Our 
luggage will be held with the hotel bellmen while we experience our last tastes of Iceland.  Flight at 5:00pm. 
 
Options:   THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND offers a history of Iceland with many interesting artifacts.   Visit 
the church: HALLGRIMSKIKJA.   Visit PERLAN Museum- a super glacier and cave exhibition.  
 
   
MARITIME MUSEUM open at 10:00am                               NATIONAL MUSEUM opens at 10:00am                                                                                                                                           

   

   
HALLGRIMSKIKJA CHURCH                 PERLAN MUSEUM opens at 9:00am 3/11 

 
Pricing:   Based on a minimum of 15 full paying passengers 
 
Land package:   $3399.00 pp double 
Single Supplement:  $950.00 
Air Fare from TPA  $545.00 (blocked space and final pricing pending) 
Air Fare from JFK  $450.00 (blocked space and final pricing pending) 
  
 
*upgrade from coach class to economy comfort class:  +$700.00 pp round-trip (no middle seat) 
*upgrade from coach to first (Saga) class:                          +$1300.00 pp round-trip 
*This trip reflects a cash/check discount    *Add 3.5% if paying by credit card 

 

 

 

 

 



 
WHAT OUR TOUR INCLUDES THAT OTHERS DO NOT 

 
Our Gems and Geothermal tour of Iceland was crafted with the seasoned traveler in mind who demands both a new and 
meaningful experience while cloaked in total ease and comfort. Like ours, other tours arrive in Iceland between 6:00am and 
9:00am and expect you to entertain yourselves until 4:00pm when you will check into the hotel.  Our tour takes you to an 
adorable Icelandic breakfast with your first introduction to some great local culinary delights and after breakfast we take you 
on a walking city tour of Iceland with a full lunch.  We have hand-picked those most interesting places and restaurants for you 
to sample including fresh beef on a beef farm, home-made ice creams at a dairy farm, tomato confit and tomato schnapps at a 
hydroponic tomato farm, moss soup at a turfhouse farm, lamb steaks at a sheep farm and so much more.  Many tours do not 
offer lunch.  We provide amazing lunches daily. Our Blue Lagoon and Secret Lagoon tours are not “optional”, they are included.  
Our Golden Circle tour is a Golden Circle is also a Culinary tour with a sampling of local delights all the way.  Our tour is escorted 
throughout with a travel professional from our company.   Join us!  You’ll be glad you did.  

 
INCLUDED:   �All items, entrance fees listed, venues listed herein, most meals-breakfast daily, 4-lunches, 
3-dinners, professional English-speaking private guide and private driver throughout, all transfers, 
transportation and personal assistance, travel information 
 
NOT INCLUDED:  *Round- trip airfare, (we will offer blocked group space from Tampa, travel insurance-(group 
policy offered at $153.00 pp), gratuities to your guide and driver, bellman and meal servers.  (We will advise on 
amounts to be collected by your tour leader at the airport prior to departure) and tourist tax which is payable directly 
to the hotel at $2.50USD per night per room.  
 

PAYMENTS:  Deposit of $500.00 pp due to hold your space. Full payment is due 75 days prior or by 31JUL2019.    If 
paying by credit card, please add 3.5% as this tour reflects a cash discount. Once payments are received and wired 
to Iceland, they become non-refundable.  Cancellation insurance is recommended.  Our group travel insurance policy 
is  $153.00 per person for cancellation, medical medivac, baggage, delay, etc and is optional (minimum 10 people 
required) 
 

DOCUMENTATION:  A copy of your passport with at least 6 month’s expiration date is required of all passengers. 
 

WEATHER IN OCTOBER:  Average Temperature. October is one of the favorable months to see the northern lights. 
Iceland gets an average low of 37°F (about 3°C) and highs of 45°F (7°C). Expect lots of changes in the weather. 
 

CAN YOU SEE THE NORTHERN LIGHTS IN OCTOBER?  The official Aurora season in Iceland is from October till 
March but like with so many other things that have to do with Icelandic nature it's not something you can say with 
any certainty.  For example, the first Northern Lights of the season in Reykjavík last year were seen around the 
middle of August 

 
Participants should know that Iceland is a special destination, and so please understand that all elements of this itinerary are 
subject to change and weather and natures law.  Please remain flexible as there are often circumstances beyond our control 
and changes may be necessary due to changes in weather. The tour leader reserves the right to make changes to the 
published itinerary whenever, in his/her sole discretion, conditions warrant, or if he/she deems it necessary for the comfort or 
safety of the program.  Be assured that all efforts will be made to provide a comparable alternative should an item on the 
itinerary need to be changed or cancelled  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RESPONSIBILITIES 
Carlson Maritime Travel and its employees, shareholders, officers, directors, successors, agents, and assigns, neither own nor 
operate any person or entity which is to, or does, provide goods or services for these trips or tours. Because Carlson Maritime 
Travel does not maintain any control over the personnel, equipment, or operations of these suppliers, CMT assumes no 
responsibility for and cannot be held liable for any personal injury, death, property damage, or other loss, accident, delay, 
inconvenience, or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of (1) any wrongful, negligent, willful, or unauthorized acts 
or omissions on the part of any of the tour suppliers, or other employees of agents, (2) any defect in or failure of any vehicle, 
equipment, instrument owned, operated or otherwise by any of these suppliers, or (3) any wrongful, willful, or negligent act or 
omissions on any part of any other party not under the supervision or control of the Operator (4) sickness, weather, strikes, 
hostilities, wars, terrorist acts, OFAC changes in regulations, regulations changed by either government, the closing of either the 
U.S. or Cuban Embassy resulting in the inability to obtain visas,  acts of nature, local laws or other such causes. All services and 
accommodations are subject to the laws and regulations of the country in which they are provided. CMT is not responsible for 
any baggage or personal effects of any individual participating in the trips arranged by CMT. Individual travelers are responsible 
for purchasing a travel insurance policy. 
 
 
 

             
                                                           

 

 

 

Ladies! 
Thank you for the opportunity to show you the Iceland that I just fell in love with.  Our tour offers amazing tours, 
delicious meals (which are very expensive in Iceland), a happy knowledgeable guide and driver, several hot pools, 
lagoons and thermal spas to enjoy and so much more.  I hope we have the opportunity to work together on this 
amazing destination. 
 
I have requested 26 blocked group air seats from JFK and will have them confirmed on Monday.  I will wait to 
confirm the land space after your review and approval.   This offer is valid until March15th from the tour operators 
and subject to change until actually confirmed.  Let’s do this! 
 
With Best Regards, 
Suzanne Carlson 
President 
 
Carlson Maritime Travel 
623 E. Tarpon Ave 
Tarpon Springs, Fl. 34689 
727.945.1930 
suzanne@scarlsontvl.com 
www.scarlsontvl.com 
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